
Bedford Town FC Under 10s – a season and player review 2018/19 

In 1859, around 80 years after the French revolution, the English writer Charles 

Dickens wrote the following in his novel ‘A Tale of Two Cities: 

‘It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of 

wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the 

epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of 

Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair…’ 

The opening lines of this famous novel reflect the extremities of emotion and 

reality that I have faced in the worst and best season of my life!*  

Worst – My beloved team, Ipswich Town FC, champions of England 1962, FA Cup 

winners 1978, UEFA cup winners 1981 are relegated to the third tier of English 

football for the first time in 62 years! In polar opposite, our bitter rivals, Norwich 

City are promoted to the Premier League – a more painful season there has not 

been! 

Best – From the embers of last season’s Under 9 team the new and improved 

Eagles were born. Built on determination, teamwork, friendship and the ability to 

want to learn, a bunch of talented children have soared and flourished in the 

Bedfordshire Mini Soccer League.  

In keeping with the theme of opposites, I have decided to take a trip down 

memory lane… out with new in with old! Giving children a contemporary reference 

to footballers is a good way for them to understand positions, styles of play and 

differences is size and stature of a player. But that would be too easy, due to the 

mediaifcation** of today’s game the children know all players so I will be going 

for a cultural reference from the past which requires some investigation.  

So… with the aim of them doing a little research on their paired player, here are 

your Bedford Town U10s (circa Ipswich Town FC 1981 UEFA cup winners) 
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David (aka Paul Cooper). Our No1! Like his contemporary, what he lacks in inches 

is outweighed by his dynamic athleticism. Best keeper in the league by some way 

who has provided us with some quite unbelievable saves throughout the season.  

Vally (aka Mick Mills). Another one whose small stature defies his fearsome 

desire. Best tackler at the club and improving in every game, a natural leader who 

organisation skills are invaluable in building a solid defensive unit. 

Jack (aka Russel Osman) Mr solid and reliable. Jack is our natural defender who 

can play anywhere in defence and who loves nothing more than a last ditch 

sliding tackle! 

Harry (aka Terry Butcher) The lion of the defence, with the ability to play the ball 

out, as well as being able to pick a long pass to the wingers. Durable, hard 

working, has played in midfield and possess and absolutely booming shot! 

Mateo (aka Steve McCall) Like his contemporary, can play in defence and 

midfield. ‘Twinkle toes’ silky touch and his ability to glide over the ground and has 

provided us with many meandering dribbles down the wing… much improved! 

Iziah (aka John Wark) the heartbeat of the side! Box to box, from scoring goals to 

blocking shots, his infectious skill and energy rub off on the rest of the team. An 

incredible season from our central midfield dynamo. 

Lyndon (aka Arnold Muehren) like his contemporary, he has an absolute wand of 

a left foot! Can play left midfield or upfront, he has been scoring a lot of goals for 

us this year….definitely one to look out for next season! 

Rafferty (aka Franz Thijssen) the wizard of dribble. Can play either wing and can 

beat a player with a drop of the shoulder or a delicate step over. Consistent 

performer who can deliver a devastating free kick and corner! 

Henry (aka Eric Gates) the workhorse of the team, can play almost anywhere, 

though best deployed on the wing. The fastest kid at the club and probably the 

league, his pace is enough to give defenders nightmares! 

Kiran (aka Paul Mariner) our centre forward, who like his contemporary is not 

blessed with bags of pace but more than makes up for it with his skill. Two footed, 

able to hold the ball up, and clinical in front of goal… a managers dream! 

Luca (aka Alan Brazil) our number 10 and creative maestro. Happy to play 

anywhere but most effective floating around the midfield and attack. He has 

wonderful balance and a lethal shot; Big game player! 

 



Honourable mentions: 

Joseph - extremely talented young player who had to stop playing due to health 

reasons, still holds the record for most keepy ups in training (64). We hope he can 

come back next year. 

Andy – my right hand man and assistant coach. Always there to help and offer 

advice to the players, main job is to keep me in check with my emotional 

reactions in the game! 

Raff – our loyal and fantastic Ref… has done the job all year even though he gets a 

barrage of abuse from home and away fans. Loves tying kids boot laces and 

shouting the phrase….’carry on, carry on’ when referring a match. 

And finally… 

As the manager, I will not put my name in the same sentence as the iconic 

manager of the Ipswich 1981 side, Bobby Robson, but like him, I love developing 

talented young players to love the beautiful game of football.  

Sam Manners 

Manager and Coach 

Bedford Town FC U10s 

*It should be noted I have a tendency to be overly dramatic! 

** Not an actual word! 


